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Move over location, location, location. If you're like most super rich male 

clients, it's all about that WOW factor; and nothing says WOW more than 

spectacular views. Especially the ones from $80 million penthouses and 

the status symbol these homes command. I'm not referring to nice open 

vistas, I mean sensational views of Central Park or take-your-breath-away 

views where you can see at least five zip codes, and the horizon!
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Men are extremely visual and nothing seals the deal faster for them than 

panoramic views. It's not only that they will pay a premium for a great view. 

Everything else being equal, the view will close that deal. 

Women on the other hand are "nesters" and are much more particular 

about the functionality of a home. They focus more on the interior layout 

and space flow. They care about a large eat-in kitchen, location of the 

bedrooms, en-suite baths, walk-in closets and large entertaining spaces. 

Men are less focused on layouts and flowing spaces. They do like big 
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(Read more: 10 of the most expensive views in America) 

How much more are men willing to pay to get the view of their dreams? 

The premium can be as much as 100 percent. Super rich couples have an 

interesting dynamic when it comes to paying more for those views. 

Invariably, the husband is more than willing to pay the hefty premium for 

that view, while the wife, often the more practical one, would rather go for 

the big discount on a comparable home with a lesser view. Then the battle 

begins. 

(Read more: A peek inside the Fairmont's $20 million mega-hotel 

room)

What would I recommend? Since the most important attribute for me when 

buying real estate is resale potential, and homes offering lesser views can 

take up to two years longer to sell than comparable homes with views, I'd 

pay extra to get those views, but I'd negotiate aggressively to get that 

premium down to size. 

—By Dolly Lenz, for CNBC.com. The writer is the founder of Dolly Lenz 

Real Estate LLC, an ultra-luxury real estate sales and marketing firm. 

With over 25 years of sales, marketing and branding experience, Lenz has 

become an industry leader having sold over $8.5 billion in properties 

during her career, a record that has earned her the ultimate "Stratosphere 

Award," a level of achievement of which she is the sole recipient.

Take in the luxury views and meet those who enjoy them. CNBC's "Secret Lives of 

the Super Rich" returns at 9 p.m. Wednesdays from Jan. 22 to Feb. 5. You can't 

afford to miss it! Follow "Secret Lives of the Super Rich" on Twitter and Instagram 

@CNBCSuperRich.
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